Gelled emulsion particles for the controlled release of lipophilic volatiles during eating.
Gelled emulsion particles are discussed in relation to controlling the release of lipophilic volatiles in the mouth during eating, using a mass spectroscopic technique that enables real time measurement of volatiles on the breath. Our studies have demonstrated that by encapsulating triglyceride oil droplets within biopolymer gelled particles (70-5000 microm), the initial flavour release maxima were reduced by kinetically inhibiting the mass transfer of flavour through the particle. An important feature of this approach was that it was the oil droplets and not the volatiles that were encapsulated. Factors such as particle size, oil phase volume and the partition coefficient of the volatile all affected the rate of volatile release. To control the temporal release profile, gelled emulsion particles have been designed that break down in a controlled manner under physiological conditions in the mouth. The physiological 'trigger mechanisms' investigated included mechanical failure, melting and enzyme hydrolysis.